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NGC 2903 by Franklin Loehde and SLOOH: A barred spiral galaxy about 30 million light-years distant
in the constellation Leo. It was discovered by William Herschel, who catalogued it on November 16, 1784.
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RASC Edmonton Centre Contact Information see also http://edmontonrasc.com/councilcontacts.html

Mailing address

Observing Deck

RASC Edmonton Centre
788, 10301 104 St.
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1B9
Canada
780-452-9100 x2249

On the web

http://edmontonrasc.com
http://www.facebook.com
https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
http://www.youtube.com/user/edmontonrasc

Stardust submissions: Submit articles by email to the editor (see above). Submission deadline is the 2nd Sunday
before the monthly meeting. Meeting dates are on the following page. Any standard document format is fine (MSOffice,
OpenOffice, LibreOffice, AbiWord,) but plain text is preferred. Do not try to layout and format your article; your labour
will only be discarded. Graphics may be submitted as separate files, and clearly identified; indicate references to them
within the text. Do not consider your article successfully submitted until you receive a confirmation email from the editor.
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, and Deadlines
Regular Meetings are held monthly (see below) from September Council meetings are held monthly (see below) from September
to June at 7:30pm in TELUS World of Science, 11211 – 142 St.
to May at 7:15 in room 1-033 of the CCIS* Building on the U of
A campus. Any RASC Edmonton member may attend.
Admission is free, and everyone is welcome to attend, member
or not. Follow the signs from the main entrance.
* Centennial Centre for Interdisciplinary Science
Observers meetings are held monthly (see below) at Boston
Pizza in The Mayfield Common, NE of intersection of 170
Street and Stony Plain Road. Contact the observing_group @
edmontonrasc.com for details.
MEETINGS 2015

* indicates date bumped by statutory holiday
** indicates meeting called by President
Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions:
To subscribe, send a blank email to:
with the subject line:

astro@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca
astro-request@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca
subscribe

The above mailing list is completely independent and is not associated with RASC Edmonton Centre in any way.
MONEY MOTIONS
The following motions require membership review and approval at the Jan 11, 2016 Regular Meeting.
•
•
•
•
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Moved that $3,450 from the casino account be used to rent a storage locker in 2016.
Moved that $3,000 from the casino account be used to pay for student bursaries to attend the 2016 ISSET Space Academy.
Moved that $12,000 from the casino account be contributed to the SkyScan project for 2016.
Moved that a budget of $11,100 be committed for guest speakers at Centre meetings and public events in 2016.
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President's Report by Luca Vanzella
Once again, Edmonton is the City of (Football) Champs. Let
the rebuilding begin! Save for one major snow dump, some very
nice weather has prevailed as November turned to December,
offering up many clear evenings for observing. I hope you took
advantage of them.
The Regular Meeting on December 14 features our very own
Vice President, Sharon Morsink speaking about 100 Years of
Einstein's General Theory of Relativity. It should be an
absolutely great presentation!

media interviews, and a fair amount of communication.
Thank you Sherrilyn, for your many years of service to the
RASC Edmonton Centre in this portfolio. A decade ago, you
were one of leaders in the two-year initiative to get the Beaver
Hills Dark Sky Preserve established. You also worked with the
Jasper DSP and Wood Buffalo DSP groups to bring their DSP
applications to fruition. And you have been part of every team
that has put together the annual BHDSP Star Party. Well done.
If you are interested in working with Sherrilyn and taking on
this position next year, please contact her at

The RASC 2016 Observer's Calendar will be available for
purchase at the December 14 meeting. Cost is $15 each. Please
bring exact cash to the meeting.

dsp.coordinator@edmontonrasc.com
Social Director

Mark your RASC calendar for January 11, 2016, for a very
special guest speaker coming to address RASC Edmonton
Centre. Alex Filippenko, the only person to have been a member
of both teams that revealed the accelerating expansion of the
Universe, will give us a talk entitled "Dark Energy and the
Runaway Universe".
To accommodate January's guest speaker, we will have our
Annual General Meeting on February 8, 2016. There won't be
any elections at the AGM, since we're midway through the terms
of the elected positions on Council. However, there are a couple
of appointed positions that need consideration.
Dark Sky Preserve Coordinator
After many years of doing a fantastic job at this position,
Sherrilyn Jahrig would like to turn it over to someone else in
the upcoming year. Her preference is to stay on for the pending
UNESCO Biosphere declaration of the Beaver Hills area and
work with a new volunteer DSP Coordinator on this, then hand
over the file in mid-September 2016. The position will be 10
years old by then.
It's still a position with lots of vision for the future. There is
interest in another dark sky preserve for Athabasca and the
Urban Star Park declaration for Coronation Park is an
ongoing initiative. The position consists of being part of the team
that organizes the annual Beaver Hills Dark Sky Preserve Star
Party, 8-10 meetings a year (teleconferences and in-person),
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Fred Marlett has indicated that he can no longer continue as
Social Director. Fred will be supplying treats for the last time at
the December 14 meeting. Thank you Fred, for your service to
the RASC Edmonton Centre. You have provided treats for the
meetings for a very long time - this has helped make the
meetings more enjoyable for everyone.
If anyone is interested taking on this position, please contact
me at president@edmontonrasc.com. Did I mention that the
position comes with a budget?
The Astro Café meeting series had its third event on
November 17, with Geoff Robertson talking about How to Select
and Buy a Telescope. For details on upcoming Cafés, stay tuned
at
http://edmontonrasc.com/category/astrocafe/
Administrative note: The 2015 budget and all meeting minutes
are stored on the Centre's OneDrive. If any member wishes to
view these documents, please send an email to
executive@edmontonrasc.com
for a link to the folder.
Clear Skies.
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Steroid Moons by Alister Ling
Fakery, truth, art. Reality and experience. Human vision and
perception are wondrous. Over the centuries, observant artists
and scientists have illuminated a multitude of in-line and postprocessing tricks the brain accomplishes before delivering the
"final image" to our conscious mind. As amateur and
professional astronomers, we are quite familiar with the "Full
Moon Illusion": Luna can appear huge when near the horizon but

considerably smaller when high in the sky. Despite the scientific
accuracy of a properly-sized Moon in my pictures, feeling smug
about it, and deriding those who violate it, I also recognize in
myself a lingering dissatisfaction that some of them are not
representative of the event.
Recall the recent total lunar eclipse of September 27, 2015?

It might be the truth, but it's not how I remember the experience! In my mind's eye, it was closer to:
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So how can our memory be so different than reality? Part of
the answer is that wide angle photography doesn't work in the
same way as the eye.

Consider a classic panorama, in this case the view looking
east from Riverside Drive in Edmonton by Luca Vanzella (with
permission):

The eye/brain system is incredibly sneaky: It functions at
very low resolution except for the very small central portion, and
through rapid sweeping picks up all the detail and stores it in
memory, leaving you with the impression that you see everything
at high resolution. For better proof, look at a classic calendar
from 2m (6 feet) away. The month and days and the picture are
all easy to see. But wait, look intently at the upper middle of the
image, and without moving your eyes, you will be unable to read
any of the dates, let alone what month it is! Or stare at a date on
the first line, and you can't actually read the number two weeks
below.
Panoramas only begin to seem realistic when they are some

30,000 pixels wide, when you are slowly scrolling across them.
If you aren't careful with your terminology, you might say that
you have the ability to "zoom in", but you're confounding
magnification and ability to resolve detail, related properties to
be sure, but not the same.
I figure that for me to get the right "feel", the image needs to
closely match what I can see with my eyes, that is, I can just
make out the various maria on the Moon but not in detail.
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The following image, with focal length 120mm (on a smaller
sensor) has too much detail for me, I don't see the Moon this
well:
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Whereas this one, at 80mm, seems about right:

Interestingly, 80mm on a smaller sensor is equivalent to
128mm on a full frame. Ha! Little wonder that so many
photographers like the classic 135mm lens: it jives with their
memory of the scene. Now, as I always like to say, an image or a
time-lapse is a very poor substitute for actually being there in
person. Go outside and look at the sky!
Because your eyesight is different from mine, your personal
"focal length equivalent" or "memory magnification" will not be

the same. When Alan Dyer and I were chatting about some of the
worst composited images on the internet, I mentioned this
memory-size phenomenon to which he replied for planetarium
shows, they typically project the Moon at twice its real size - any
bigger or smaller and it would jar people and ruin the experience.
I just measured the Moon on my fake eclipse shot and it is 2.6x
normal size - fairly similar. So it turns out I'm only 100 years
behind Zeiss!

A Fire in the Sky Identified by Ted Molczan
I am an amateur astronomer and satellite observer. One of
my interests is satellite re-entries. In recent years I have been
working to compile a history of visual sightings of natural decays
from orbit. In connection with this, I recently came across a
fireball sighting that was the subject of an article by Stewart

Krysko in the Feb/Mar 1981 issue of Stardust, called A Fire in
the Sky. Krysko was one of thousands of Albertans who observed
an unusual fireball on November 25, 1980 at about 6:20 PM
MST. He provided this account.

I was walking to my car, which was parked in a Jasper Avenue car dealer's lot, when I noticed a bright, purple
coloured object in the sky approaching from the east, it travelled east to west, passing about 6 to 8 degrees south of
Polaris. My first impression was that it was some kind of unusual aircraft. As it passed to the north its full identity
became apparent. This fireball was composed of 3 bright pieces accompanied by 10 to 15 fainter chunks. It slowly
dimmed as it approached the western horizon, giving the impression that it was fading due to atmospheric extinction
as it got further away, rather than burning out or going below the horizon.
Krysko noted two unusual things about the object: it
travelled incredibly slowly, and it entered the atmosphere almost
parallel to the ground.
Dr. Alan Blackwell of the University of Saskatchewan
analysed photographs of the fireball taken by two cameras
operated by the Canadian Meteor Patrol, including one at
Vegreville. He determined that it travelled about 7 km/s at an
altitude of about 60 to 80 km. Since this was below escape
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velocity, he postulated a satellite re-entry.
Krysko called NORAD’s Cheyenne Mountain Complex and
the Baker-Nunn station at Cold Lake, but “neither one would
confirm that it was a satellite re-entry.” He considered several
explanations, but the case was unsolved.
I recognized it as a case that I had come across a couple of
years ago, in the NRC's Non-Meteoritic Sightings archive, which
was where UFO reports were sent to die. Re-entries often spawn
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UFO sightings. In trying to make sense of an unfamiliar sight,
the human mind attempts to match it against things seen before.
As re-entering objects break up, the fragments spread out,
forming a string of bright lights, with meteor-like tails. A
common first impression is of an airliner in flames, headed for a
crash landing. A small percentage of witnesses perceive a
wingless structured craft with windows – the classic cigar-shaped
UFO. Some see a saucer with a row of lights around the
periphery. Records of such sightings in UFO journals and
archives yielded a quarter of the more than 260 re-entries I have
compiled.
The NRC received six sighting reports of the November 25,
1980 fireball from Lloydminster, Red Deer, Penhold and Elnora.
Descriptions varied, ranging those that resembled a fireball to a
dish shaped UFO with windows. Allowing for common
misperceptions, all were strongly consistent with a re-entry,
except for one unusual feature: the object travelled from east to
west. I was well aware that a handful of satellites had been
launched into highly retrograde orbits, but they are so rare, that I
dismissed the possibility that this could have been a re-entry. It
must have been a rare slow-moving meteor, I thought, so I did
not bother to check the official record of re-entries, and filed the
case as doubtful.
Months later I revisited the case in hope of spotting some
overlooked clue that would lead to a solution. This time, I was
sufficiently open-minded to at least check the USAF's official list
of decays for the date in question, and download the orbital
elements of the relevant objects. Upon doing so, I immediately
noticed that one of them had been inclined 125 degrees. Sure
enough, when I ran a prediction, I found that it had passed over
Northern Alberta at the same time as the fireball, heading west. It
is the most retrograde re-entry sighting I have catalogued. It was
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a lesson learned. Rare does not mean never!
The object was the upper stage of the Atlas-F rocket that
launched NTS-1 (Navigation Technology Satellite) for the U.S.
Navy, from Vandenberg AFB on July 14, 1974. The stage was
called PTS (Payload Transfer System). It had the international
designation 1974-054B, and the USSTRATCOM (U.S. Strategic
Command) catalogue number 7370. It was 1.65 m long, 1.5 m in
diameter, and consisted mostly of a Star 37E solid rocket motor.
Its fueled mass was 1,270 kg. It was discarded 256 seconds after
burnout into a 193 km x 13,900 km transfer orbit inclined 125
degrees. Its empty mass was 163 kg - toward the low end of
objects seen to re-enter – but sufficient to put on a nice firework
display when it finally spiralled out of orbit.
I easily located Stewart Krysko in Calgary, and informed
him by voice mail that I had solved his fireball. He returned my
call, and we had a pleasant chat. Re-entries are dramatic, so they
make a lasting impression. Stewart never forgot his sighting, and
had wondered about it as late as a couple of months ago. He
recalled having received a couple of flying-cigar type UFO
reports of it, including one with windows.
I computed the re-entry trajectory using GMAT R2014a
(General Mission Analysis Tool), which includes a numerical
integrator that can produce realistic estimates. Stewart’s report
that it passed 6-8 below Polaris is the only sighting I have
relative a known celestial body, so I used it to calibrate the
ballistic co-efficient that determines the rate of descent from
orbit. By trial and error, I found a value that produced a
trajectory that agreed with his report.
Below is a plot of the ground track relative to all of the
sightings in the NRC file and those mentioned in the Stardust
article.
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The alternating red and white segments represent 5 s of
flight. During the 70 s it took to transit, the fireball descended
from to 89 km to 82 km. The theoretical point of impact was
north west of Vancouver Island, but the object likely

disintegrated over the British Columbia interior.
A kmz file with 2D and 3D trajectory data is available here.
The latest draft of the re-entry sightings catalogue is here.

Northern Prairie Star Party 2015 by Susan and Rick Bramm
This was the twelfth year that the Northern Prairie Star Party
was held at the Black Nugget Lake campground southeast of
Tofield. The event officially started on Tuesday, September 8 and
ended Sunday, September 13 – with most of our group activities
occurring on Saturday, September 12. This year’s event attracted
59 participants including many returnees and newcomers. We
had reasonably good viewing only one night leading up to Friday
and then Friday night as well. Unfortunately on Saturday
evening, shortly after the conclusion of our barbecue and prize
draws, the rain rolled in and many people packed up and drove
home to Edmonton.
Our Saturday program was well attended. Alister Ling
(Edmonton Centre RASC executive member) gave us a very
interesting talk on the trials, tribulations and triumphs of high
dynamic range (HDR) photography in astronomy, followed by
long-time RASC member and photographer Warren Finlay
speaking on photographing nightscapes around the world. David
Miles, PhD candidate and research engineer (EIT), Department
of Physics, University of Alberta, gave an entertaining and
informative presentation on studying space weather from a suborbital sounding rocket. Our afternoon concluded with Dr. Jeff
Kuhn, from the Institute of Astronomy at the University of
Hawaii, talking about the use of large telescopes to search for
alien life in our galactic neighbourhood (see photo of our
speakers).

barbecuing; handling door prize tickets and registration and
selling t-shirts: Warren Finlay, Doug & Joan Hube, Ross
Sinclair, Luca & Kathryn Vanzella, Cornelia Blunck, Geoff
Robertson, Chris Meerveld, Kent Martens, Sharon Morsink,
Carol & Dave Mussell, Bev Lawrence, Marion & Alan
Hobbs, Arnold Rivera and Frances & Mike Szelewicki.
We distributed 41 door prizes, including several types of
eyepieces, mini-tripods, a vintage tool set, books, family passes
to the TELUS WORLD of SCIENCE, several books, sky atlases
and planispheres, a calendar, red light bars, t-shirts, sweat shirt,
rulers and pens. Thanks to All-Star Telescope from Didsbury,
the TELUS WORLD of SCIENCE, Edmonton Centre RASC,
Ross Sinclair, Mark Zalcik, Murray Paulson and Alister Ling
for contributing the prizes – along with one anonymous donor.
The three grand prizes were two telescopes (Celestron
NexStar4SE and Sky-Watcher Heritage) donated by All-Star
Telescope and a shatter cone donated by Mark Zalcik (see our
photo of our grand prize winners).
This year we awarded four Observing Certificates for
completion of Levels 1 (Rebecca, Madison and Austin) and
Level 3 (Luca). We had a very attractive and popular t-shirt,
designed by Rick Bramm, commemorating the fly-by of Pluto
by the New Horizons spacecraft in July 2015 (see photo of shirt
design).

We concluded with our potluck BBQ held close to the cook
shelter featuring hamburgers and many wonderful salads, hot
dishes and desserts. Before dispersing to our shelter or packing
up and driving home, we took a group photo (see our group
photo).

Mark your calendars for next year’s Northern Prairie Star
Party September 27 to October 2, 2016. Planning is already
under way, with two speakers confirmed. If you have suggestions
or would like to lend a hand with organizing this fun event,
please get in touch with us by email at:

A big thank you goes out to our presenters as well as others
who helped with getting supplies; setting up, cleaning up and

npsp@edmontonrasc.com

The NPSP Gang, 2015.
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The NPSP 2015 Speakers, L-R: Alister Ling, David Miles, Warren Finlay, and Dr. Jeff Kuhn.

Lucky Prize Winners, L-R: Pat (shatter cone), Madison (Sky-Watcher
telescope) and Marion (Celestron NexStar4SE telescope).

NPSP 2015 T-Shirt design by Rick Bramm,
commemorating the fly-by of Pluto by
the New Horizons spacecraft.
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